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Water Leak Alert
F E AT U R E S & B E N E F I T S
Detection & Protection
The average water leak causes $7000 in damage*. Audible alerts
from the Water Leak Alert can help reduce a homeowner’s
risk of costly repairs. The Water Leak Alert can be hardwired
to self-powered water heaters with Honeywell gas valves to
turn the main burner off when a water leak is detected. That
way, homeowners have a secondary alert if they don’t hear the
primary audible alert.
Cost-Effective
Perfect for homeowners who want a no-frills solution. The
Water Leak Alert will audibly alert them at the first sign of a leak.
Thermostat Connection
The Water Leak Alert can connect to the Prestige® IAQ with an
EIM. That way, alerts pop up on the thermostat and homeowners
can contact a contractor immediately, increasing service revenue.
Expandable
The Water Leak Alert includes a 5-ft. water sensing cable that
detects leaks across its entire length. Additional cables can be
added for expanded coverage.
Fewer Callbacks
Battery operation makes maintenance easy for the homeowner.
Easy Upsell
Because homeowners are more aware of leaks when
replacing a leaky water heater, they’re more likely to
purchase a Water Leak Alert with a new water heater and
have it all installed at the same time.
Easy Setup
No special tools are required to set up the unit. Simply mount it
to the side of the water heater or place by another water source
prone to leaks.
Reusable
The water leak cable is reusable after detecting an incident.
Versatile Applications
Works with various appliances like water heaters, sump pumps
and other HVAC applications (with or without drain pans) and in
multiple additional areas of the home where leaks are a risk.
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Offer homeowners peace of mind through
audible alerts about water leaks.
The Water Leak Alert notifies homeowners
about potential water leaks in their homes, is
easy to install, and is reusable. It can be used to
detect leaks from water heaters, sump pumps,
condensation pans, or any spot in the home
that has potential for water damage.

